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October, 1980

Tum on to New Expression -on Channel 5.
New Expression Is on TV with news stories
produced by our own teen reporters. Watch
Channel 5, Oct. 18 at 6 pm. or Oct. 19 at 10 am. ...
for ''Taking Us Seriously, .. a WMAQ/Youth
Communication production. You'll see a
teacher receiving her report card- five.

Students evaluating teachers?
It's happening.
In at least eight Chicago-area
schools students are
participating in annual
school-wide evaluations of
their teachers. And these
schools are listening to what

the students think.
How does it work? What do
students and teachers think
about it? What happens when
the grading is turned around?
Turn to page five for some
answers.

Photo by Andre Williams

Job cents/gang sense

Answers for
jobless teens
Y.E.S.

· ·~:·.:. ~.· ;.~Ill¥ .'iilii!l!·:····
New Expression often uses the tnttials
C.E.T.A. in news stories. It's been called
to our attention that many of our readers
do not know what these initials stand for.
C E.T.A stands for the ComprehenSIVe Employment and Tratning Act, a
government program designed to provide JOb opportunities and traintng for
persons from low mcome famtltes because these families seem to need thts
added mcome the most. Also, young
adults from low mcomes often ltve in
netghborhoods where there's a lot of unemployment, and so they're more liking
to be discouraged about job-hunting.
C .E.T.A. student jobs last year-round
with after school programs (12 hours per
week) and summer programs (25
hours). Eligtbility depends on family income gutdelines based on statistics
from the Bureau of Labor and the Department of Management of the Budget,
taken annually. Persons who are handicapped, who recetve government atd, or
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,n the November, 1977 issue of New
Expression we wrote about a Youth
Employment Service run by teens in
Lakeview.
At that time the program was operated
by teens from the Lakeview community
to help teens in that area who were
looking tor jobs. Today the program is
city-w1de.
In three years the number of teens
seeking JOb help from the Youth Employment Service has more than doubled. The four adult staff and four youth
staff have also organized efforts to fight
youth unemployment.
YES also operates today as an informatton center to supply facts about
vocational schools, grants and scholarships. But the original plan of helping
teens find jobs rematns the same.
Every teen job applicant is provided
wtth a week's training on how to handle a
JOb mterview before he goes for his first
intervtew. YES acts like an employment
agency by accepting requests from employers and refernng the teen applicant
to the employer However, no teen applicant ts referred to an employer until he
has completed the week's training
course
For further tnformation contact Beth
Montgomery at 549-1631 or check out
the service at the Jane Adams Center,
3213 N. Broadway.
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who are wards of the state are accepted
automattcally.
Applications for C.E.T.A. can be
picked up at your nearest Y M.C.A.,
schOol counselor oHice, park distnct, or
Catholic Archdiocesion office. Registration for new C.E.T.A. jobs begins October 1st.
Rtght now the income level for a family
of four would have to be under $8,280 for
a teen to be eligibla for a C. E. T.A. JOb Be
sure to bnng, when you go to apply, your
social security card, proof of age and
proof of income. A xerox copy of each
would be useful.
Warning! While waiting for the bus do
not ever lean against the wall and casually fold your arms! Or, when meeting a
friend on the street, do not use a special
hand shake!
And what about your taste in jewelry?
Are you into stars? If so, you could be
leading a very dangerous life. These are
some of the I. D. and greeting symbols of
Chicago's street gangs.
Police are hip to these symbols and
will stop anyone who looks suspicious.

The "handshake" said to be used by
L-Rukn members.
The "stance" used by Disciple members
as a symbol of recognition within the
gang.
So to keep from getting in serious trouble with the police and being mistaken
as an L-Rukn or a Disciple member, NE
suggests you change your taste in
clothes and manners.

SAT coaches beat .the testers
A new study of college entrance
exams (Harvard EducatiO(Iaf Review)
seems to prove that students who are
coached before taking ACT and SAT
tests have a better chance of scoring
higher on the tests than students who
aren't coached.
The one popular coaching service in
Chicago, Stanley H. Kaplin Educational
Center, only operates on the Northside
and in LaGrange . Students on the
Southside and Westside who need
coaching for the tests would have to
spend several hours on public transportation to reach the Center at 6216
North Clark. Kaplin charges $250 for
eleven Sundays (four hours per session)
plus $50 which is refundable, tor homework materials. Right now Kaplan only
offers SAT coaching, but the Center
plans to add ACT in the future.
Some high schools in Chicago are
attempting to form volunteer coaching
sesstons over weekends or as elective
credtt courses. It's a little embarrassing
for schools to offer college prep courses
for three years and then have to coach
students separately for a college prep
test.
This year the annual Chicago-area
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College Fair will be staged at two locations instead of one. On Friday, Nov. 21
from 9 am to 3 pm and 6 pm to 9 pm, at
McCormick Place and on Saturday, Nov.
22 from 10 am to 6 pm at the O'Hare
Expo Center about 325 colleges will
offer admissions counseling to interested students. Admisston is free.
According to Jane Kaplan of the National Association of College Admission
Counselors, "The reason that the Fair
won't be located in the Loop on both
days, as it has been for many years, is
that students from the 'northern suburbs
have a hard time commuting to the
Loop ."
Since the O'Hare Expo Center is hard
to reach by public transportation from
the city (Airport bus plus a cab), most
students without cars will have to take
time away from school on Friday to
attend the Fair.
Does it make sense to set up a major
event for high school students where
there is no public transportation?
ill;
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High school students who are considering a career in engineering may want

to take advice from the most successful
engineers. According to a recent survey
of successful engineers, the key to their
success Is keeping up-to-date on the
new developments in technology.
The reason that college graduates
can start at $20,000 a year is because
they often replace engineers who haven't been keeping up with changes. For
high school students some of the best
magazines for those who want to be
looking ahead are: Science, Scieoce
Digest, and Chemical Engineering
News. Also, try the following TV programs; "Nova," Tues. at 7 pm on channel 11 and "Cosmos" on Sundays at 8
pm on channel 11 .
The November issue of New Expression will focus on college and careers.
Look for answers to the following questions :
Why are colleges suddenly recruiting
students?
Are fraternities and sororities really
Animal Houses?
What is the attitude of Chicago employers toward the teen generation as
their future employees?
Does it make sense to be a "remedial
student" in college?

College of Associated Health Professions
Univcrsit y of Illinois at Lh~ Medical Center, Chicago
808 South Wood Street, Chicdgo, Illinois 60612

:".:)

Rockford ~/
•University of Illinois - Medical Center
College of Associated Health Professions
Offers Undergraduate and Graduate Pro
grams in :
Biocommunication Arts
Mcdicc11 Lab01 a tory Sciences
Medical Record Administration
Nutntion .111d Medical Dietetics
Ou up.111on,1l llwr,1py/Phy~tc,11 Ther<1PY
Mcdic.ll Soci.1l Work (Grc1duatc field
work only)
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•Minority students who need assistance in career planning
can receive :
Academic advisement
Guidance in career selection
Ca rcer information
•If you are interested in finding out more about these
careers and how to prepare yourself to enter them
contact:
Tom Dcadcrick or Pat Walker
at
University of Illinois - ~~edical Center
College of Associated Health Professions
808 South Wood St. Room 167 CML
Chicago, Illinois 60612
3 12/996-2084 or 996-2085

Politicians hunt ·votes and not teens'
by Kevin Thompson

Teens, normally, are not important to political candidates.
The men and women seekmg
votes on November 4 are not usually 1mpressed by teen votepower.
The 18-year-old voter is not
showing up in big numbers at the
polls. And the candidates don't
count on teenagers for campaign
help.
Three years ago a group of
Chicago candidates for mayor told
a teen assembly called "Teens
and Politics" that they didn't take
teens seriously. They said that
teens "won't get off their duffs and
fight for their rights."
The last presidential election
proved that those politicians may
have been right. Few teenagers
voted.
If Chicago high ·school history
and civics teachers are trying to
turn on students to politics, it
doesn't seem to be working. New
Expression interviewed seniors
eligible to vote who aren't planning
to exercise the right.
Kim Watson said she'd probably
take the same attitude her mother
takes toward voting. "I can't remember the last time she voted.
It's been so long," she sa1d.
Edward Thompson, a senior at
Whitney Young , is not voting in
this year's election because he
isn't interested in politics at all.
"School turned me off to politics.
After studying the history of
presidents and our country, I prefer not to be involved in politics,"
he said.

Photo by Patrick Hunt
Other 18-year-olds we found
who are planning to vote admitted
that they weren 't interested
enough to study the issues.
Katrice Rendell, Aquinas, said
she would probably vote for Carter
"because he has kept peace with
Iran." She didn't want to be questioned about the other issues.
Ronnie Moore, a senior at St.

Ignatius, maintaifls that understanding the political process
takes too much time. "I have a lot
of homework. I don't have a lot of
time for politics." He said he would
probably vote for President Carter.
David Cohen of Von Steuben
talked about the complexities of
government and how confusing

they are. "I get confused at times,
about the· process of making laws
and being elected. I'm confused
about how all the different groups
of government work together to
solve problems. It makes no
sense to me," he stated. David is
also voting for President Carter.
In the midst of this negative
mood we found some teens who

were excited by candidates, campaigns and the political system.
Undray Wilks, a freshman at
Northwestern started to attend
rallies and rap sessions on the
university campus this fall. " I'm
concerned about politics , but
more so about the issues," he
said.
" Most teens aren't that politically aware. I wasn't either," said
Don Bussey, a 1980 graduate of
Rolling Meadows. 'The summer
conventions changed rny mind.
After watching them, I felt embarrassed about the mess our country is in. I decided then to check
out a campaign headquarters and
volunteer my time.'' Don works as
a high school coordinator now,
about 18 hours a day, for the Anderson campaign. He delayed his
entrance into college until January
because he's become so involved
in politics.
Senior Gretchen Saries, 17, of
Oak Park-River Forest is allowed
to teach an American Politics
course. "I believe one person can
make a difference in politics," she
said.
Gretchen has worked tor campaigns since she was nine." I try to
introduce my students to the
terms and procedures of the
political system. We go out tG rallies and meetings to gain information about candidates. We study
the issues - everything from
foreign policy to rape to the draft,"
she said.
Gretchen's class is half-a-city
away from Nedra Coleman, a
senior at Longwood, who says
she feels powerless because she
is just a teenager. " I feel the politicians aren't going to listen to us
anyway," she said. She hasn't decided whether she will vote or not.

Presidential Report Card
If you are interested in what the youth .
1ssues are in this 1980 campaign, this
report card may help you think about
these issues.
The Report Card was prepared by the
National Department of New Expression
to record how the candidates stand on
youth issues.
If you want more information on other

issues and how the candidates view
them, call the candidate's Chicago area
headquarters . Since fTlOSt of these
headquartes are only in existence for the
campaign, you won't find the number in
your phone book. Call 411 and ask for
the headquarters by the name of the
candidate.

.New .l!:xpresswn
Evaluator

.tteport .ua'te:
Fall Elections, 1980

Evaluation
For:
President James Carter
Governor Ronald Reagan
Congressman J ohll Anderson

Homeroom:
White House Oval Office

Cours e

Sub-minimwn wage

YOU DON'T NEED
A SKILL TO START

Evaluation

Course Description

This la'w would allow
emplqyers to hire
teens at less than the
minimwn wage.

R e agan

Ander soa

Favors

Opposes

Financial Ald to college students. (BEOG,
Guaranteed Student
Loans)

Grants and loans
based on the student's
financial need.

Favors

Favors

Favors

Federal-funded lunch
program cutback

$500,000,000 cut in
funding school lunch
programs. Students
will pay 5¢ to 50¢
more for lunch:

Oppos es

No stand

No stand

Abortions through
public aid funds.

Teens on welfare
allowed to .(lay for
abortions thru government funds.

Favors

Opposes

Favors

Youth jobs and job
training programs
funded by government.

Proposals to fund
youth job opportunity
and job training programs.

Favors

Registration for the
Draft.

All 18-year olds registar for the military
stand-by 1n case of a

1

Opposes:
wants tax
cut to pri vate indus try to hire
teens

Favors

Opposes

Opposes

All you need Is a willingness to learn. a desire to serve your
country, and the Air Force will do the rest. That's right. The Air
Force will test you to find out where your aptitudes lie, then
offer you a job to fit those aptitudes-.
When you're accepted, you~! receive training at some of
the fir:~est technical schools in the nation . . on excellent salary ... the services of the Community College of the Air Force
... advanced education opportunities ... valuable on-the-job
experience . . worldwide assignments ... 30 days of paid vacation a year ... medical and dental care ... plus much more.
It's one of the finest opportunities· in the nation. Cali today
For information. contact

Sgt. Will Battles or Sgt. Mike Ford
536 S. Clark St.
312/353-5150

A great way of life

draft.
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The condition of mental health car~

Teens caught in distressing maze
by Cynthia Bfa1r

Chnstopher at 16 docsn t know
what to do H1s parents were divorced tt1ree years ago "They
cant stand each other," he says.
'Wt1eneve1 they're together they
argue about everythmg, espeCially me."
Although they don t realize 11,
Chnstopher does feel pressure
from both s1des. He IS beg1nnmg to
dislike both of h1s parents
For the past seven months
Chnstopher has been very f1dgety
Durng classes he acts confused
when a teacher ca!ls on h1m
When we talk he doesn I seem to
care about what we are saymg
And he 1s very often moody and
touchy
He 1s always alone He used to
go to almost every football game
at school. He doesn't anymore
When I asked h1m why he said he
d1dn t care Chns was also one of
the best track runners on our
school team , but he dropped

Pnoto by Leslie E.uoanks
track .
Chnstopher knows he has a
problem But what can he do?
Where can he go?
As Chnstopher's closest friend,
I wanted to be able to help. I know
that he needs some form of professional help, but I doubt 1f hosp1
!IIJzatJon IS necessary
The solutiOns to h1s problem, I
discovered, are not easy. Money
IS Involved Parent's atlitudes

WHY WAIT?
ORDER YOUR NEW CLASS RING TODAY!
OVER 2000 CLASS RINGS ON DISPLAY!
WE ALSO PAY CASH FOR OLD GOLD CLASS RINGS!

Be the f1rst in your class w1th a class ring that's really
different! You can even design your own nngl ... Graduauon
year, school crest, your in1tials, any color stone, birthstones,
zodiacs, rainbow stones, and more!
RINGS FOR ALL SCHOOLS
ALL RINGS 100% GUARANTEED
HERFF JONES CLASS RING COMPANY
16th FLOOR STEVENS BUILDING, SUITE 1614
17 NORTH STATE STREET, CHICAGO
"Next to the We1boldt's Store"
PHONE 641 1830

toward mental health care is involved. The availability of doctors
01 counselors is mvolved
To begm my search to help
Chnstopher. I talked w1th some
pract1cmg psychiatrists Their average cost for an hour of counseling is $45. The patient decides
how many sessions a week, but
the average IS two t1mes a week or
$90
Most likely, Christopher would
need treatment for more than a
few weeks Probably the sess1ons
would last SIX months or more
This is more money than most
teens and the1r parents can afford
Some psychiatnsts , though
told me that they have a sliding
scale that drops to $20 or $10 a
session. But to qualify for th1s rate.
the doctors reqwes proof of financial need
Chnstopher's family has medical msurance, but health insurance does not always help he
mental health pat1ent. Some
polic1es do not cover mental
health at all . Blue Cross/B'Iue
Shield w111 pay half of all the fees.
Of the nme msurance compames I
contacted, only Prudential offers a
realistiC max1mum benefit of
$20,000.
As an employee of the First National Bank of Ch1cago, Christopher's father does get some Insurance benef1ts. For out-patient
VISitS With a psychiatriSt hiS InSUrance provides half the cost of all
fees. Six months of a psych1a
trist's bills at $5400 would cost the
family $2700
It was obvious that Chnstopher
would need the support of h1s parents to seek the care of a practicing psychiatrist. That support
would not be easy to obta1n. Ac-

cording to Dr. Darrell Snyder of
Mile Square Mental health Center,
"Many parents are very reluctant
to allow the1r children to seek psychJatnc help. They have gu1lt
feelmgs They're afraid that
they've done someth1ng wrong
and now 11 will be revealed. Or,
they are ashamed that the1r child
needs th1s type of treatment."
Without parent support, Christopher would have to depend on
public aid services
The lllmors Department of
Mental Health does run 50 outpatient clin1cs that are usually attached to hospitals where outpatients can go for counseling.
The State also offers day treatment centers for patients between
8- and 17-years-old. but these
facilities are offered to teens who
have been excluded from public
school because they were too
disturbed to stay 1n a ·normal"
classroom. That category does
not fit Christopher
Jerry Rothman, clir:ucal director
of Southern School, which works
exclus1vely w1th emotionally disturbed teens, has no confidence in
these state serv1ces. " There's
very little treatment available, and
ve1y little that's good," he said.
"Out-patient clincis are mostly like
pharmacies w1th no high level of
treatment."
" The State's mental health
money is mostly mto hospitals,"
he said. "The Department won't
pay for prevention, and so the
out-patient cliniCS are mmimal."
Unless Chnstopher gets v1olent or
IS charged w1th delinquency. he
can't expect much help from the
State
So then I turned to private
agenc1es 1n the Ch1cago area that

serve teens .
Youth Guidance offers family
therapy and group counseling in
18 different h1gh schools The
Youth GUidance counselors are a
mixture of soc1al workers and
spec1al educat1on teachers. They
w1ll consult w1th a psych1atnst
when necessary
Group counsel1ng offers a
begtnnmg 1f Chnstopher is willing
to travel to one of the available
group centers.
But, suppose he really needs
treatment by a psychiatrist at this
pomt? Most of the group centers
have, on staff, few people actually
trained 1n psychiatry And , 1f
someone like Chnstopher, needs
more extensive help, in he form of
hospitilizat1on. the barriers are
b1gger.
'There are more people out
there than can be provtded for,"
accordmg to Dr. Richard Marohn,
D1rector of Adolescent Programs
at the lllino1s State Psychiatric Institute "The money provided 1s
not adequate. There's not enough
staff, and there's a waiting list JUSt
for those who are go1ng to be conSidered for admiSSion."
Only 5 beds are set as1de for
teen pat1ents And. so, accordmg
to Dr Marohn. the firs pnoriy is for
teens who have been m trouble
with the law.
K1mberly Barnes, Advocacy Director of the Youth Network Council, believes that "State hospitals
control threapy for teens raher
than give therapy. They provide
too little supervision and too little
care" Jerry Rothman feels, "They
don't put lime mto rehabilitating
people
Christopher's parents are not
on public aid. but if they were , the
story would be about the same. I
discovered that public a1d will
cover about twenty days of mental
health care.
Accordmg to Dr. Snyder, " Some
pnvate hospials have a deal
where they can treat public aid
kids for a certam amount of t1me."
By the end of 20 days the hospital
must decide whether the teen
should be referred to a state hospital for more treatment. " State
hospitals are always full," he said.
Christopher's alternatives are
limited. His parents must accept
h1s need for psychiatric help and
accept the responsibility for paying the bills. Or else he has to turn
to out-pat1ent public climes where
the quality of care is questionable.

METRO-HELP NEEDS YOU!
Metro-Help is looking for people who like to help people.
Metro-Help, Inc. is a not-for-profit agency operating four 24 hour a day, seven day a week telephone
"hotlines"
Metro-Help, ~erving young people in the Greater Chicago/and area, the Sex Info-Line,
also serving Chicago area youth, the Illinois youth switchboard, a state-wide extension of the local
service, and the National Runaway Switchboard, a toll-free program serving young people across the
United States.
Metro-Help volunteers are trained in a wide variety of fields: drug problems, suicides, personal
problems
to name but a few.
Approximately 100 people staff the phone lines; all are volunteers who first complete a series of
training sessions. These sessions begin every other month.
If you're interested in joining us, call929-5854 today.
Metro Help Youth Service Line
National Runaway Switchboard
lllmo1s Youth Switchboard
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929 5150
(800) 621 4000

(800) 972 6004

·who grades
the Teacher?
Students
want the job
by Carol Johnson
What would 11 be like 1f high
school students could evaluate
the1r teachers?
No, it's not a dream At least
eight pnvate schools 1n the Chicago-area now hold school-wide
teacher evaluations 1n all classes.
And a scattering of public school
teachers are holding the1r own
voluntary evaluations.
The teacher evaluation form at
Aquinas high school asks the student to JUdge whether:
"The instructor explained the
material clearly."
"The mstructor explamed why I
got things wrong on my work."
"The mstructor seemed to be
concerned about whether the students understood the course
material."
"The instructor was available
outside of class for additional
help."
The form has a total of 20 statements with a chance for students
to add comments on the back.
Katrice Kendall of Aquinas said
she used the back of the form to
ask a teacher to change her domineering style. " I'm the teacher and
you're the student, and that's the
way it goes," she said she wrote.
She also complimented teachers
during the evaluation for helping
her make up work and giving her
extra credit for work she wasn't
required to do.
Usually the system at Aquinas
IS used to help teachers improve
the1r teachmg But last year it led

to a teacher's dismissal. "The
teacher was all nght as a person,"
Sen1or Sadaria Fnet"son explained "But he couldn't explain
math procedures. The school administration took act1on, and the
teacher left after the school break
Schools that have adopted the
evaluation system have found
students tend to be fair. ''It does
not turn into a get-back-at-theteacher weapon ,"' according to
Joan Pelletiere, a math teacher at
Alvernia h1gh school. "The students are told that what they express w1ll be seriously considered," she said. ''After that, they
are usually fair. Even students

about the class."
Ron Sable, a teacher at Steinmetz, has been askmg for evaluations for 22 years. "The students'
altitude toward my class IS terribly
important to me. If a student
doesn't feel that I'm treating h1m
fairly in terms of gradmg and personal treatment, everythmg falls
apart." he sa1d.
Desp1te the success of a
teacher evaluation system by students in the private schools, the
Chicago Board of Education still
sees teacher evaluations as the
job of the principal. Deputy
Superintendent Manferd Byrd

Students in a history class at
Aquinas high school evaluate
their teacher, Toni Preckwinkle.
Photo by Patrick Hunt

What I'd say
to my teacher

What are the strengths
aknes ses that publiC h1gh
students need to commuto the~r teachers? To find an
New Expression coned random 1nterv1ews on
Street. Here are some of the
l<~nc::w.crc:: we heard
n this teacher asks me a
on , she shouldn't make me
a dummy or something."
Mitchell, Hyde Park.
" I want the teacher to d
methmg about' all of those
who are cutting and stopng our class to be remstated."
Dwayne Russell , Dunbar.
" Take more time to
material and your presentaso that it will be more Interesting." Lisa Bustow, Richards.
"Help me! Give me extra
Sister Jean Hughes, an adminometimes ." Jack1e Dickens,
istrator at Aquinas, admits that
Flower.
there are difficulties in starting an
"I like it when you include some
evaluation system. " You can't do it
es to make the class
all in one year. You begin on a
interesting." Assunta Harvey,
positive note with teachers, parDunbar.
ents and students explaining that
" Speak specifically on on
this system is meant to help stusubject and stop going off 1n
dents learn to communicate their
your personal life." Tracy Jones,
needs to the teacher," she said.
Carver.
"You can't snow 16-year-olds.
" You are the best teacher I
They know when you're a good •
ever had because you tried to
teacher, and they're very willing to
things the way we see them
say that you've really done a good
makes it easy to relate to you
job ." Her experience with the
class." Carol York, Lane Tech .
system at Aquinas has taught her
lmagme what 11 would be like in
that students can take on the role
Chicago schools 1f all
of consumers and tell the school
were heanng these evaluati
what's good and bad about the
on
a regular bas1s ?
product.

agreed ought to be some of the
goals and objectives for the year "
A Ch icago Teachers Union
spokesperson was very firm 1n her
opinion of students evaluatmg
teachers. "The Teachers' Union 1s
against 1!," sa1d Rochelle Hart of
the Union's Human Relations
Dept. " The only person who
should be allowed to evaluate is
someone who is trained for the
job."

"I liked the fact that she wanted to know
how I felt about the class."
with not-so-good grades."
Toni Preckwinkle, a history
teacher at Aquinas , says that
sometiiT'es she learns something
new about the way she has taught
a particular course. "But usually
the evaluations offer me a reminder about areas I need to work on
and areas where I am building
strength," she said.
Although the Chicago Public
Schools do not reqUire schoolwide evaluations of teachers ,
some teachers have created the
opportunity in the1r own classes .
Karen Bellcino, a biology teacher
at Hyde Park is respected for her
annual evaluation. " She's really a
great teacher," according to Antoinette Pearson. " I liked the fact

said he would like to see an evaluation system that works in a large
high school with a hundred or
more teachers and several
thousand students. (Gorden Tech
does carry out school-wide
teacher evaluations with an enrollment of 2400.)
" I thmk that the principal ought
to have some selected way of getting the feedback from the students (about their teachers),"
Byrd said. "That's helpful, but it
does not replace and cannot substitute for the principal's own
evaluation because the principal
brings a lot of experience to this,
too. He brings to this what he and
t~e teacher in one kind of way or
another have talked about or
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When fashion doesn't fit

Photo by Melvin Banks
Art by Angela Harley

by Deneen Rozelle
Fashron experts agree that
"What you wear reflects who
you are." Fashtons for women
and rnen change drastically
every other season, but a person's body rernarns pretty
much the same
"We cannot buy clothes because they're the latest fashron. Many styles are betng desrgned for the tall . slender,
young frame of males and
females They're JUSt wrong for
the short or the heavy-set person," explained Mrs. G. Little, a
model rnstructor and teacher.
Mrs. Ltttle says she sees a
number of style-conscious
teens tn clothes that do not
flatter them "All of us have to
drscover our own specral
style, ' she commented.
Most of the styles that are
challengrng the fashron scene
thts fall are styles that were
here back rn the 50s and 60s
and are reclatming their
positions rn the 80s.
For men these include name
brand velour v-neck sweaters,
baggy jeans, baggy dress

pants, sktnny neck lies, GQ
shtrts and shrrts wrth a short
collar.
Styles for women haven't
changed much this fall except
for the emphasis on plaid flare
skirts and large loose blouses

that tie at the hip. Like men,
women will be wearing ties ,
jeans, GQ blouses and v-neck
sweaters.
Although the majority of
styles are being designed for
what is considered the slims,

these styles can also be attractive on short and heavy people.
However, some laws of design still makes a difference.
Vertical stripes are slenderizing, horizontals are not. One
color tailored outfits give an

appearance of height; contrasting colors shorten and
broaden body lines. Floral
patterns tend to give a wide
look
"So, fashion-wise, your appearance is up to your own
good taste, " Mrs. Little concluded. "By choosing your own
best lines, whether you are a
slim or a chub, you can bring
out the real you ."

Sex and
Clothes
High school may be free, but it still takes money to get through. Gas.
Movies. Records. Hamburgers. Hobbies. They cost money. One good reason
to join your local Army Reserve unit part-time during high sGhool. With
us, you can earn over $1,000 a year part-time while you learn how to tune
engines, build roads, and more. All it takes is a weekend a month during
school. The rest of your work can be scheduled for the summer when you just
might need a good job anyway! Interested?

MEETTODAY'S ARMY RESERVE.
926-2640

Is there a difference between a stylish outfit and a
sexual come-on? Based on a
survey of 432 Los Angeles
teenagers the answer is no.
The results of a UCLA study
showed that males considered
such clothing as tight jeans,
low cut tops and shorts worn
by females as sexual comeons. But the females considered the clothes as being an
expression of good fashion.
Teenaged males consider
many of today's women's
fashions as being open invitations for sex and expect them
to come on strong on dates.
Both sexes agree that tight
pants, swim trunks, open shirts
or jewelry on males did not
necessarily indicate that men
wanted sex.
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Financia l Aid Ava ilable
Commute to a Co llege Campus Near Work or Home
Low Cost Tuition for Chicago Residents
1400 Courses to Meet Every Educational Need
Prepare for a Career
Earn an Associate Degree

Northeast
rruman College
11 45 West Wilson Avenue
Chicago 60640
87B-1700

West
Malcolm X College
1900 West Van Buren Street
Chrcago 60612
942-3000

Northwest
Wnght College
J<lOO North Au} tin Avenue
( hrc.tgo 60634
777-7900

Southeast
Ol1ve-Harvey College
10001 South Woodlawn Avenue
Chrcago 60628
568-3700

Fate of a careless pregnancy:

A junkfood birth
by Adrienne Terrell
Drugs, alcohol , cigarettes and nutrition are all Important concerns for a
pregnant woman and her baby. Now that
the teen pregnancy rate in th1s country is
well over one million per year, the new
medical research about nutrition during
pregnancy needs to reach teens.
Apparently the mformation is not
reachmg enough Chicago teens because Chicago has one of the highest
infant mortality rates 1n the country.
More than fifteen out of every one
thousand babies born to teen mothers in
Chicago die because of the poor physical condition of the mothers.
Even health-conscious teen mothers
are more likely to lose their bab1es from
hemorrhag1ng, anemia, blood poisoning
(toxemia) and premature labor than
women between 23 and 32. But those
teen mothers who consume drugs run
b1gger risks.
MariJuana increases the risk of miscarriage and still born ch1ldren. Street
drugs, like cocame and heroin, can also
have the same effect.
Over-the-counter drugs such as
sleeping pills, laxatives and even aspirin
will also become a part of the baby's
health Aspirin has been proven to
cause liver and k1dney damage in the
fetus.
Laurie Stortz, a nurse-midwife, advises young mothers to consult a doctor
who knows that she might be pregnant.
"The main problem is that we can't just
say, 'If you take thiS, this will happen.'
We don't know all the effects every substance can have on a baby. At one time
thalidomide was thought to be safe,

too." (Thalidomide caused an ep1demic
of deformed bab1es in the 60's.)
Recent research indicates that drinking can result 1n prematunty or physical/mental 1llness 1n the baby. Since a
teen mother 1s more likely to have a
premature baby than an older woman,
the addition of alcohol to a teen's system
increases that possibility. According to
the March of D1mes Foundation, onehalf of all 1nfant deaths 1s due to prematunty.
Alcohol circulates to the woman's
placenta immediately after she takes a
drink. That means that the baby is also
drinking, yet the baby's tiny system can't
absorb alcohol like a mature body can.
The result is often brain and nerve damage such as poor vision , bad reflexes,
heart trouble and decreased bram
weight. The rqaction in the baby can also
cause a m1scarnage.
Federal health agencies advise a
pregnant woman to limit drinking and to
stop smoking altogether.
The minutes that a mother spends inhaling c1garette smoke, she is cutting off
the flow of oxygen to her baby. A lack of
oxygen causes babies to be malformed,
to develop a hearing loss and to have
learning problems.
More women are smoking today than
ever before, and so the National Institute
of Child Health and Human Development is studying the effect of smok1ng on
babies. They found that babies who are
born to smokers weigh (on the average)
200 grams or almost half a pound less
than babies of non-smokers.
Teen mothers, who are members of
the Junk Food Generation, can also
poison their time of maternity by poor
eating habits. " Nutrition is so commonplace that few people see it as a
danger," said Elizabeth Hines, a registered nurse interested in the care of teen
mothers. "Nutrition should be every
by Fannie LeFlore

teaser

Sexuality
Search Ill:
Love Stories

The world of literature is full of
examples about the way men and
women relate to each other. Some
stories are moral struggles. Some
stories are psychological struggles. Some stories are funny because the two people aren't communicating very well.
The ten titles listed below are
well known love stories from
movies and books. See if you can
match the titles with the plots.

Titles
1. The Catcher in the Rye
2. " Romeo and Juliet"

woman's major concern even before she
thmks of getting pregnant. A teen is still
growmg physically and needs all of the
v1tamins she eats herself. so that 11 IS
doubly hard 1f she has a baby to nurture
as well ."
If a fetus does not rece1ve proper food,
the baby can suffer deformity, respiratory problems or have low Immunity to
d1sease.
"Bab1es aren't like parasites," Laurie
Mackey, nutritionist, explained. "A baby
takes no nutrients from the mother's
body except calcium ." The rest of the
baby's diet is the same as the mother's
diet during pregnancy. The baby "eats"
what the mother eats. "Therefore, we
usually advise that the mother gain 25to
30 pounds during pregnancy," Laurie
Mackey said.
The weight that the mother gains will
go to the fetus and be absorbed by her
own body, which needs extra energy to
face her body changes. Since the baby's
nutrients come from what the mother
eats, if the mother drops her intake, she
risks the baby's life.
If her diet is not balanced with foods
from all of the basic groups - vegetables, fruits, breads, cereals and dairy
products - the baby will suffer from a
diet deficiency. The baby's skin and hair
and muscle fiber are gainmg or losing
through every day of its mother's choice
of foods. Therefore, a doctor should
propose a diet to the mother as soon as
a pregnancy is confirmed.
For further information about pregnancy health, refer questions to·

Center
Rush-Presbyterian/St. Lukes
Medical Center
1753 W. Congress
(942-5000)

Child and Nutrition Information
536 N. Clark
(353-1044)

Cook County Dept. of Health
51 E. 154th St., Harvey
(333-0006)

TAP Roots
2424 W. Polk
(666-6647, contact Monica Cahill)
March of Dimes
53 W. Jackson Blvd.
(341-1370)
West Suburban Cook County
Dept. of Health
Westlake Hospital
1225 Superior Street, Melrose
Park
(344-6052)
Concorde West Medical Center
530 W. Cass Ave., Westmont
(963-2500)
Evanston North Shore Health
Department/Family Planning
1806 Maple Ave., Evanston
(328-2100)
South Suburban Council
2448 Western Ave., Park Forest
(481-9310)
Christ Hospital
4440 W. 95th St., Oak Lawn
(425-8000)

Adolescent Family Planning

3. " Dressed to Kill"
4. The Great Gatsby
5. Jane Eyre
6. "Oedipus Rex"
7. "Saturday Night Fever"
8. The Sun Also Rises
9. "Cyrano de Bergerac"
10. "American Gigolo"

Descriptions
A. A great tragic hero discovers
he has married his mother and reacts by gouging out his eyes.
B. On the day that she was to
marry, she discovers that her lover
has a crazed wife so she runs
away. Years later, she finds him

blinded and widowed and discovers they are still deeply in love.
C. This big nosed man admires
a beautiful woman who is engaged to his soldier comrade,
Christian. He composes love letters for Christian to send to his
fiancee . The women learns too
late that the person she loves is
the self-conscious man who wrote
those letters.
D. Whenever this psychiatrist IS
turned on by a woman, the woman
inside of him comes out and kills
the women who flatters him.
E. He's paid by women for his
body, but he is !onley. He falls in

BIOGENETICS
MEDICAL CENTER
520 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE
11TH FLOOR
CHICAGO IL 60611
828-0606
266-123 5

counseling
family planning
pregnancy testing

medical examinations
CONFIDENTIAL

Maternal and Infant Care
Richard J. Daley Center
Dearborn & Washington
(744-3293, contact Frances
Ginther)

love w1th a senator's wife, and his
life is threatened because of it, but
he doesn't give up.
F. The hero's best friend steals
his old girlfriend, so he searches
for companionship and fmds a
hooker. While m the company of
this hooker, he decides that th1s 1s
not what he wants, but he is forced
to pay for the 'time'.
G. A wealthy man is attracted to
a married women, Daisy. He offers her materialistic security. He
is killed because he takes the
blame for Daisy's irresponsible
drivmg.
H. They were young lovers
whose families hated each other.
Their true and deep love for one
another eventually leads to their
tragic deaths.
I. During the war, the hero's
wounds make him 1mpotent.
When he develops a strong love
relationship, he must face his own
doubts about himself and his distrust of the woman who says she
loves him.
J. She res1sts havmg a sexual
relationship w1th her dance partner (although she IS phys1cally attracted to him) because she follows a principal that 'I'm not just
another lay.'

Rules
1. Write your answers on a sheet
of paper numbered 1 to 10.
2 Send your answers along wtth
your name, address. school
and phone number to: Youth
Communication, Teasers, 207
South Wabash , 8th floor, Chicago, Ill. 60604
3. All entnes must be 1n by Nov.
10.
4 . People work1ng for Youth
Communication cannot partiCIpate in the contest.
5 A lottery of all the correct
entries w1ll be held to determ1ne
the five pnze w1nners who w111
receive ecord albums
NEW EXPRESSION
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Breaking Away
by Fannie Leflore

Long-distance friends
I'm writing this second column from my
dormitory at the University of Iowa. I've
been away from home now for three weeks
adjusting to new people and classes and
food. I've already gained two pounds, so
I've started jogging after dinner with a few
new friends.
Now I'm wondering whether the friendships and steady relationship I left back in
Chicago can last with the distance that
separates us.
Among the many young women I've met
here so far as a freshman there are quite a
few who tell me that they broke up with their
boyfnends because they know that a longdistance relationship can't last. We were all
sitting at a cafeteria table in the dorm discussing this subject when we realized that
we all had one thing in common- a steady

boyfriend of a year or more who wasn't
here.
One girl said that she and her boyfriend
had been aoina toqether for two vears . but

We were all sitting at a cafeteria table in the
dorm discussing this subject when we realized
that we all had one thing in common - a
steady boyfriend of a year or more who
wasn't here.
they agreed that their relationship couldn't
last because of the distance between them ,
which was about 500 miles away in Nebraska. They broke up on the day before she
left for college.
Another girl, who also had a steady re-

Behind
Tinted Glasses
by Tanya Jackson

Homecoming Dance Blues
The world can seem so unfair by the middle of October.
Some classmates seem to have all the
brains and are breezing through their quizzes towards good first quarter exam
grades. Some classmates seem to have all
the popularity, and they are deciding which
one of their admirers to take to the Homecoming Dance.
These are the people who have it made!
The rest of us ordinary people just stand by
and watch the script unfold, wishing that we
were participants rather than spectators.
Scene: Stan and Mark are sitting at a table
in a cafeteria eating spaghetti soup with
onion salad. They are looking through
Stan's telephone list which is about the
size of Margaret Mitchell's Gone With the
Wind .
Stan: Yeah , man, I think that I'll take Andrea
to the Homecoming Dance.
Mark: Man, I wish that you would make up
your mind. First you sa1d that you were
taking Diane. Then it was Barbara. Man,
you are some lucky person.
Stan: Mark, it has nothmg to do with luck.
When you're the star player on the football team, the gndiron isn't th e only place

Letters

In your September issue of New Express1on 1 read an article entitled "Sooner or
Later: The Datmg Debate ." 1 would like to
address " Debate Topic # 3." 1have a s1milar
problem w1th my mother, and it's nice to
know I'm not the only one.
I found your art1cle very helpful with my
problem. Although I still have some rough
spots to smooth out with my mom, it's going
to be easier because she's beginning to
realize how I feel.
Kathy Herm
In you r September issue you featured a
column on the "Dating Debate. " I found that
very Interesting It didn't seem to occur to
me that many teens my age have the same
problem w1th the~r parents as I do. By readNEW EXPRES SION

where you can score.
Mark: You won't be scoring anywhere if you
don't get a good score on your chemistry
exam.
' Stan: Man, I'm not even worried about that.
Mark: Why not?
Stan: All that I have to do is get an intellec-

Actually, leaving my friends is not. a
hard thing for me to do because I know that I
plan to keep in touch (as long as it is
mutual}. Leaving friends for me is serving
the good purpose of helping me discover
who my real friends are.

Stan : Uhh . .. Hartley, Mark and I were
wondering if you wouldn't mind helping
us with our chemistry exam.
(Hartley doesn 't hear what they are saying
because he is watching Syreeta walk
across the cafeteria. Mark and Stan follow his gaze.
Stan: Do you like Syreeta?
Hartley: Yes, I find Syreeta's behavior most
intriguing.
Stan: Are you going to the Homecoming
Dance?
Hartley: No?
Stan: Why not?
Hartley: Because I don't know who to ask.
Stan: Ask Syreeta.
Hartley: I don't know, Stan, her retaliation
towards the male species worries me.
Stan : Don't worry about it. If I get Syreeta to
go with you to the dance, will you help
Mark and I pass? Here's what you have to
do.
(Stan huddles in whispered conversation
with Hartley and talks abot the plans to be
used on Syreeta. Hartley walks over to
where Syreeta is sitting.)

"Don't worry, Hartley, everything's going fine.
Just go back over there and tell her all the
things that all women want to hear."
tual from our chemistry class to help me
study for it.
Mark: There aren't any intellectuals in our
chemistry class. So far everyone's failing .
Stan: You 're right ! Who can help us ol).l?
Mark: Hey, how about Hartley?
(Hartley is sitting in a corner reading an
excerpt from Psychology Today . He
looks from over his glasses.)
Mark: How are you , Hartley?
Hartley: My acuities are in tune with my
environment.

Hartley: What's up baby? You know, I was
wondering if you weren't doing anything
tonight, how about coming over for some
Harvey's Bristol Cream?
Syreeta: Sorry, Hartley, but I prefer ice
cream .
(Hartley walks back over to where Stan
and Mark are sitting.)
Mark: What happened, Hartley?
Hartley: It didn't work.
Stan : Don't worry, Hartley, just continue to
plan "B."

I already m1ss the Saturday mght part1es
w1th them. And I m1ss the phone calls the
day after.
I m1ss s1ttmg around eatmg pizza wl!h
those friends and trymg to be funny so that
they choke on the1r food. And I m1ss the
senous talks with them about the draft and
about preJudice.
I brought my h1gh school yearbook and
photo album with me to college to keep
some of those memories alive. I also have
paper, envelope, stamps and an address
book with me to keep in touch since longdistance phone calls are out of the question
for a student who receives financial aid and
doesn't work.
I may sound like an old-fashioned country girl (I happen to have been born in MisSissippi, and I do feel that I still have some
country ways deep down inside), but I honestly believe that a long-distance relationship can survive if the people involved want
it to and make efforts to stay close.
I'm not saying that my long-distance relationship will last, but I won't let the psychologists discourage me from trying.
I remember a rhyme that I learned in early
elementary school. " Make new friends but
keep the old. One is silver; the other gold."

Write to us!
Readers,
We want to know your opinions
about the topics covered in New Expression. We want to hear from you I
Write the Editorial Director at 207
Wabash, Chicago, Illinois, 60604.
(Hartley walks back over to Syreeta.)
Hartley: Uhh . .. Syreeta, you know I was
wondering if you aren't doing anything
tonight, how about coming over to play a
game of Uno?
Syreeta: Hartley, I don't play cards. I don't
have time for sports. I have to get the
Pom-Pom girls organized for a demonstration against the athletic department
next week .
Hartley: Excuse me for a minute, please.
(He walks back over to Stan and Mark.)
Hartley: Stan, it's not working.
Stan: Don 't worry, Hartley, everything's
going fine. Just go back over there and
tell her all the things that all women want
to hear.
(Once again Hartley walks back over to
where Syreeta is Sitting. He sits in the
chair opposite hers and gazes into her
eyes.)
Syreeta: I wish that you would just leave me
alone. I ... .
Hartley: Shh ... don't speak. The pigment
in your skin is so defined. Your irises are
the perfect shade of brown. I can tell by
the way that you carry yourself that your
right brain lobe is well developed. Don't
you see - there's no reason for your
irrational behavior. You can trust me. At
least tell me what I did wrong. Was it my
breath? Did I forget my Shower to
Shower sprinkle a day? What are you
doing tonight that's so important that you
can 't go out with me?
Syreeta: Nothing.
Hartley: Oh.
Syreeta: But I was wondering, what are you
doing October 18?
Hartley: Nothing now.
Syreeta : Would you like to go to the Homecoming Dance with me?
(Hartley looks up at Syreeta and grins.
He walks back over to Stan and Mark.)
Hartley: Well , fellas , let's get down to
studying. I don't have all day you know.
Maybe if you two get your act together,
some girl will ask you out this year!

------·i·n·g·t·he_p.
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The dating debate
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lationship for two years, sa1d that her boyfriend had enlisted and was stationed m
Germany. She could see no way that their
relationship would last. She finds it hard to
trust a person who IS m1les away.
I told her I respected her opm1on. I didn't
tell her at that stage of our acquaintance
that I disagreed w1th her. This IS a case
where individual differences count for more
than theories or soap opera plots. I make it
a practice to check out my feeling about a
situation before I accept someone else's
analysis of it. I don't have to ignore the
psychologists' v1ews about growing up and
leaving "childhood" friends, but I do have to
separate these theories from my own feelings.
The psychologist Ronald Levy (You and
Your Behavior) says that when a person
goes on to bigger and better things ,
chances are that she/he won't keep the
same friends from high school. But will
someone please define " bigger and better
thinas" for me?

began to understand my own, which up until
now seemed very confusing .
Harriet Poulos

Youth and the military
1 am writing to you about the article in
your September issue entitled: " Can the
Army Attract Youth?" 1 think the article
covered many bas1c po1nts as far as the
survey was concerned. 1 do feel , however,
some of the questions asked were not as
important as some that were not asked. For
example, I find the poss1blity of war and the
current position of our Voluntary Army more
Interesting than the uniforms and the soc1al
life 1n the Army .
I would also like to pomt out that when
you said, " . .this new draft IS necessary
because
," you were 1ncorrect. Only

draft.
Sharon Dornberg
I was pleased to see your newspaper
write an article on the armed forces. It was
the first time I had seen an article that mentioned both the pros and cons of joining the
military. It is important to see the advantages, but also to see the disadvantages of
enlisting. Thank you for printing an article
about the armed forces, with honesty.
Mark Sorenson

Junk food blues
I read an article 1n your September issue
about the ban of junk food 1n high schools,
and it gets me mad.
I think smce I am 1n high school and referred to as a " young adult," I should be

I think the lunchroom' food is lousy. They
offer the same foods everyday. If I am old
enough to drive a car and get a job, I am
perfectly capable of choosing my food for
lunch.
Fran Schwartz

Sonic Protectors
In regards to the art1cle ''Punk Rock: Can
the Ear Take It," I agree that music at rock
concerts sometimes does go over the
140dbs mark , but, there is something
everyone can do to save his hearing.
You can buy a pa1r of " Norton Sonic
Hearing Protectors." A person can still hear
and feel the music while wearing ear plugs,
but it keeps out all dangerous sound levels
harmful to the ear.
Mike Kappel

It's time to set school policies
on fees
Patrick Hunt's typing fee at Whitney
Young this year is tour dollars. This
came as a surpnse to him because th1s
is the first year that this fee has existed
at Young. Patrick also pays a television
production fee of $6.50 and a language
fee of $4.75. He expected those fees,
but he didn't know how much they
would be until school started.
Janeen Golden's English fee at CVS
is $40. Her Spanish tee is $8.50. The
only fee that she was aware of when
she s1gned up for classes last spring
was her history fee of six dollars.
Many of the fees cropping up in
Chicago Public schools this year can
be blamed on the massive school cuts
made by the Board of Education. But
students in private schools also face
the problem when the amount of the
fee comes as a surprise.
Debra Mason did not expect the cost
for materials in her sewing class to be
as high as $70. Because she failed to
meet the fees on time she received an
"F" for class on two days and a dentention on another day.
We at New Expression believe that
the number of school fees and the
amount of school fees have reached
such a serious level that schools need
to take a hard look at the situation. We
don't want students discouraged from
taking courses because of tees. We
don't want students to be unjustly
treated over fees that they were not
warned about.
We ask that schools consider the
following proposals to solve the problem of fees!

1.

Students should be made
aware of fees for courses
when they sign up for them usually in the spring. When
they know the cost in advance,
they can plan to save money
over the summer. They also
have a chance to choose
classes based on the total
cost, which might cause them
to change their minds if they
have chosen too many feeclasses for one year.-1f fees are
not announced until the first
day of class, then students
should be allowed to change
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Art by Teddy Young

their schedules without charge
in order to drop such a course.

2 ..

.i.

High schools should give students 30 days time to pay for
their fees. The school should
be clear in its policy of what
happens to the student if the
fee isn't paid in 30 days.
The National Honor Society
could raise money in each
school to help needy students
pay their fees. The purpose of
the NHS, according to its
charter, is " .. . to conquer the

many negative forces in
schools today. " Certainly fees
can be a negative force for
talented students who cannot
take a course because of its
cost.
..

4.

Public schools should have
waiver fee forms in the office,
and they should announce the
fact that these forms are available. If the student can prove
serious financial need , he
should be entitled to make out
a fee waiver form which would
excuse him from paying the
fee.

Sometimes students object to paying fees because they don't know what
the fees are for - especially the Activity Fee. We think that an annual description (a kind of audit) of how the fee
money is spent would improve students' attitudes toward these fees. Of
course, if this audit proves the fee is
' really a rip-off, the students will be mad,
and rightly so.
If the adults in the schools will show
respect towards a student's consumer
rights, then students are more likely to
treat their education as a valuable
product.
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Take Us
Seriously!
Channel 5
Oct. 18 at 6pm.
Oct. 19 at lOam.
Watch this half hour,
teen-produced telecast,
featuring stories about high
school and sexuality_
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h out and touch omeone?

Ma Bell can't
decide about
teen connection
Photo by Pat nck Hunt
"anyone at any .tge who is working can buy a phone
When Debbie asked whether
an adult had to srgn for the phone,
tho clnrk acted amazed at tho
questron " When someone of any
age goes to a store to buy a radiO,
does anyone ask h1m to srgn If
you have the money, you can buy
rt," she sa1d. The clerk told her to
go to the 1111nors Bell rn her neighborhood to make the purchase
When Debb1e called fhe Illinois
Bell rn Beverly, she was referred to
a Phone Center store at Evergreen Plaza. There Debbie was
told she could not purchase a
phone because she wasn1 18-

by Paula Johnson
" Get off the phone or get your
own!"
fhut's not ns oHsy as 11 sounds
for tocnagcrs wl1o try to purchase
n phone of the1r own 1n order to
garn pr1vacy and end therr family's
tllronts .
Dobbre Houser, 14 , tried to purchase her own phone rn July
When she rnqu1red at the ma1n 11lrnors Bell store at 212 W Washrngton, ttw clerk told her that

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
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Put a new career
on your horizon-...

polrcy rs clearly 1nconsrstent or
el se there IS no polrcy and so
clerks are creatmg pohcrcs on the
spot.
The ~hone-owners 1n the sur·
vey nveraged $1 7 per month 1n
phone costs (1n addrllon to the $40
mstallatlon cost) All of lhem have
had the phone rnstalled 1n therr
bedrooms.
The New Express ion survey
also revealed that twrce as many
girls have problems with their
families over the telephone than
boys do. The grrls had trouble over
"spendmg too much trme on the
phone" and " receiving calls at bad
times - mealtime and too late."
The boys stressed arguments
with family members about "pickrng up the extension phone" and
not respectrng the1r privacy. The
problem that was least mentioned
by both groups was " long distance
calls."
One maJOr difference between
sons and daughters in our survey
was the fact that the girls are restncted by parents to a definrte
time limit on calls while boys are
not. " That's because grrls talk
more, they gossip more," cla1med
Rodrrck Garvey. But Kelr Brrggs
disagreed. " Boys actually spend
more trme on the phone than
girls," she said. " A grrls parent
won't let her talk long."

One parent wo talked to fel)ls
she has solved the aroument for
good Mrs Drane Dyer bought hor
daughter a telephone as t1 present
when she reached 13. · Now I
avo1d problems wrth her on the
phone I haven t had any tale·
phone problems w1th her s1nce,"
she said.

HELP!
New Expression recognizes that our readers want
sports The Letters to the
Edrtor tells us so
Last 1ssue we ran an advertisement for all those who are
interested 1n wri ting and reporting sports to JOin the staff,
so we could finally grve you
your sports page .
We only got two responses!
Once More NE is puttrng out
an all-call for those would-be
sports reporters who are Interested. We need representa·
trves from all athletic confer·
ences , c1 ty and suburban.
These people must be willing
and dedicated enough to put
together a sports page that wrll
work.
If In terested, call LoUise Harns at 663-0543

& 1'/:'N
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gram
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FALL

years-old The clerk told her, " You
are a mrnor, and you can t buy a
phone unless an adult srgns for
you "
The clerk was Willing to brll the
phone to an adult who would s1gn
for her She told the clerk about
her discussron at IllinOIS Bell, but
the clerk rnsrsted that the Phone
Center policy forbids a mrnor from
buying a phone
Three months earlier, Cynthia
Blarr, 16, went to the same Phone
Center at Evergreen Plaza She
had cash to buy her phone. The
clerk told her she must have a
money order By the time she returned to the store w1th the money
order, the clerk had already contacted her paren ts to find out everything she wan ted to know
about Cynthia. Based on the call ,
the clerk agreed tO' se ll her a
phone withou t an adul t signature.
According to a New Expression survey of 70 teens on their
use of the phone, 20 percent told
us that they now have their own
phones Of those teen phoneowners, 25 percent said that the
clerks in the Phone Centers hassled them because of the1r age.
Half of the teens 1n the survey
who have phones said that their
parents had to come w1th them.
The other half srgned for themselves . The phone company 's

Fducation and rccrl'ation with a community of
young black, who art· concerned :thou t their fu rur~·. For mon:
infornution , c:tll
Cbn sr CIJurd.>, 651 - 1135 ()U
.full//., /mnhlt•, 873-3 7-13
If you arc between 15 :md 20,
:utd \\ :uH to join us or \ i~il
"ith u,, feel free ro call.

roo na ) . -

Couccm

If you would li ke lO know h o"

co deal more cffet·thcly with d1c
problem of rap~ in your community , consider taking Dr.
john Porter'~ C\cn ing course.
The course \\ill CO\ cr ha.~ic rape
related is~ues, such as " har is
sc' ual in tellige ncc , rJ1e h isrory
of ~c,ual \ inlc·ncc and rape, unu
lHH\ women c:m defend t.hcm\Civt·s agains t rape. For more
info, call Dr. Porter :ll 65l- L235 .

School Jackets
and Svveaters

Worried about heing too ugly,
too short, too fat, too ' hy, too
\lll:trt? Curious :tl)(lu r fir,c dates,
blind dares, prom date,, deadend dates~
more .. bout social
rend f),lflllg //.dills
·of } u ung ' Jll,u k ;\ JII<' riCU/1.\ b}
Dr.
Porter.
i\\ ailahle
at
1 imbukcu Bookstore :md l•,ll is'
Boof..st<H't', or mil 651 - 1235 for
in forma linn
I o learn
sinuttiom,

BIG ANTIDRAFT BASH
SAT. , OCT. 18

•custom -made jackets &

sweater~

1 PM to MIDNITE

•
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CROSS
CURRENTS HALL
,

3206 N. Wilton (around
corner from Belmont "L" )
Tickets $3 For info:
663-1664

Mosie
Opportunities

Film

Wide Receiver
In the past Michael Henderson has
offered us soft ballads w1th a slow beat
But all that changes in h1s current hit
album, "W1de Rece1ver," which has the
power that we re used to hearing in artists like Ch1c, AI Hudson, Michael
Jackson and Donna Summer.
The bile cut on the album tells the
story of a football player who thinks he's
scored the w1nning touchdown only to be
called out of bounds by the referee. The
theme of frustration IS carried out in the
excitement and d1sappo1ntment of the
crowd sounds, wh1ch beat 1n the background as Henderson smgs the lync
The album features three other exceptional creations "Reach Out for Me"
is a sad song that succeeds because of
Henderson's mellow voice and the
saxophone of Eli Fontaine.
"Make Me Feel Like" with Henderson
on bass and Ray Parker, Jr. on lead
guitar has a fast d1sco-like beat.
And finally, my favonte, "Prove It" has
a hard rock sound that pulsates with
Parker's guitar, Henderson's bass and
the mystenous sounds of Michael
Lacopelli on the synthes1zer.
The DJs seem stuck on " Wide
Rece1ver," and they're not giving the
other songs a play. That's too bad, because Henderson deserves acclaim as
a total artist, and he'll only gain it when
listeners hear the total range.
Sherman Oliver

Teen filmmakers are mv1ted to submit entries to the Fifth Annual lll1n01S
Filmmakers Fest1val by Nov. 21. Although students are encouraged to partiCipate, they are at a technical disadvantage because JUdges demand 16mm
him rather than 8mm. Call 663-1600,
Ext 561 for informat1on Top prize 1s
$250.

;

Drama

Omni Says It All
Omn1 is a new group from Ch1cago
that is making it big with their hit single,
' Don't Be Selfish. " The six-member
band features Lawrence Hanks on the
electric piano, Larry Williams and
Thomas Palmer on bass , Terry
Morisette on drums and Tony Carpenter
and Derf Raheem on congos, bongos
and percussions.
Unlike so many albums today, the
Omni creations are mellow and
thought-provoking. "When You Stop to
Think" convinces the listener that most
problems are really small ones when

JACKETS • SWEA TEAS •
EMBLEMS

you have a chance to back off from
them. "Don't Be Selfish" has the listener
think about all the people who suffer
from other people's coldness.
This is the kind of album that lifts my
sp1rt1s. Its slow and mellow, soulful and
easy to listen to. There's a message in
every song. Unlike Gospel style mus1c,
Omni's arrangements are not too heavy
and overbearing.
But the album still has a mystical, unifying tone. The best way to find out
about it is to ask Omni, because "Omni
Says It All."
Tanya Jackson

"if only guys
could get
pregnant . .. "

•
ALL SCHOOLS
•
Made the Way
You Want Them
All Styles • V-Cuts
Hoods • Belts • Special Designs
COM~ TO OUR FACTORY OR PHONE US FOR

FREE DESIGN KIT

• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits
• Skirts-Sweaters-Jackets
• Porn Poms-Booster Buttons

~

y~
- ~

-

CHICAGO KNITTING MILLS
3344 W. Montrose 463-1464

.,

CONFIDENTIAL

Q:
A:

3121644-34 10

Stick with us, baby
and we'll make you a star!

Artists and photographers are still
welcome to join the staff of New Expression. All matenals and work space are
supplied by the newspaper. The published photos or art can be used later on
for an artist's portfolio or for a career
resume. Call 663-0543 for an appointment.

Sex is never a test of love. TeU him if he
loves you he won 't try to pressure you
into something that isn't right for you.
A lot of young people are pushed into
having sex before they're ready to deal
widl it.

If YOU have questions about Birth
Pregnancy
V.D.
or where to go for related health care

Control
Sex

P.r.iVMte

----&.IDe

248•0090

I
iUidwest Population Center
100 E. Ohio
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Art/Photo

II ow can I stop my boyfriend from
pressuring me to have sex?

•pregnancy testing,
counseling & information
•birth control inform ation &
educational services

H1gh school dramatists can s1gn up
for classes in acting, stagecraft, costuming and set construction at the1r local
Ch1cago Park District. Classes are available m 57 of the parks this year. Teens
may also audition for roles m the year's
Theater on the Lake productions.
Call your local park between 2pm and
10pm weekdays for more mformation.

A FREt AND CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE
of 11/inois Family Planning Council
and Health Evaluation and Referral Service

THE ARMY'S GMNG
G

NEW EXPRESSION (published by Youth
Communication/Chicago)
is proud to announce
}VU

The Teen Rep Program
Watch for the November 1ssue of New Expression
for a special listing of teens throughout the
Ch1cago-area who have been chosen to participate 1n
th1s special program.

can get a guarantee.

PEACE OF MIND

THE SKILL YOU WANT
!'he .-\.rm) ha5 hundred~ ot ~kills to choose
trom Ani.J the Delayed Entr) Program le1~
you choo~e the traming that makes the mo!>t
lll )our quahticauons and mterests.
You get a\\ ntten guarantee that a ~pacev.ill
be reserved tor you. Then. you can take up
to a }car to repon for dut]

It's mce to know v.hat the luturc h,>lds.
And the Dela)ed Entry Program lets you
!lmsh your scmor year m h1gh school
knowmg that your future is ~uarantced .
To fmd out more about the Ddayed
Emn Program, call }OUr 10011 .\rmy
Rc~.-rwtcr. 'The number's hsted m the
Yellov. Pages under " Recrwung"
NEW EXPRESSION
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Movies

Television
The Stunt Man

uttl'lA,.IQAtl

• c~ ,,,.,t- t

"
YOUfH f(I""'Uf'IICA.TIUil
HOOUtl ON

Take Us Seriously!
Telecast October 18 at 6 pm on Ch. 5.
Thts spec1al program exammes two IS
sues Important to Chrcago teens 1} the
need to ftnd adults willmg to talk frankly
w1th them about sex and 2) a look at
what happens when teens evaluate their
teachers "Take Us Seriously'" is a coproduction of the Public Affarrs Department of WMAQ- TV and Youth
Communrcallon/Chrcago Center

PM Magazine
What does bike nding, fnsbee throwmg. and JOCkey shorts remrnd you of? If
you said an episode of ' PM Magazme"
on Ch. 32, you guessed right.
"PM Magazine" is JUSt what the lttle
says. It's news formatted like People,
Seventeen or almost any feature
magazine on the newsstand.
I thmk people are watching the show
because it's dtfferent It moves around a
lot, and the stories have a lot of human
mterest- more so than the ten o'clock
news.
When I first saw the show I expected it
to be sophrstrcated like 20/20 or 60 Mrnutes. So it was surpnsmg to see Joanne
Wrllrams and Mrke Lederman host the
show dressed in sportswear and riding
btcycles.
Even though "PM Magazme" rs produced 1n Chicago, it covers stones like
water skirng rn Florida, a kissing contest
in Las Vegas and a home for runaway
boys 1n Maryland
The show focuses more on the
unrque, glamourous, and funny qualit1es
in a story rather than treating serious
issues. So rnstead of watching a repeat
of "Little House on the Prarie," you mrght
frnd PM Magazrne an entertaining form
of non-fiction.
Carmen Walker

Producer/director Richard Rush
seems to want a movie about the tough
life of a stunt man. But, instead, he
created a character who rs a fugittve
from Jarl w1th another set of problems
whtch confuses the stunt man theme
Steve Railsback (Charles Manson of
TV's " Heller Skelter") plays Cameron,
the fugitive who becomes a stunt man
for a shooting of a World War I film Eli
Cross (played by Peter O'Toole) is the
d1rector who offers Steve the chance to
become a stunt man Barbara Hershey
("From Here to Eternity") plays Cameron's lover
The plot is very off-beat. The situations don't seem to be glued together.
But the real stars - the stunt men make the movie what rt rs, very funny.
Steve Railsback's acting comes off
like an impression of Jack Ntcholsen, but
O'Toole's performance 1s brilliant.
The stunt scenes are both weird and
original For example, rn one scene
Railsback (actually his stand-in stunt
man) parachutes into a German ambush; the Germans scatter under the fire
of an American plane, and Railsback
leaps onto the plane's wrng where he
does a Charleston rn mrd-arr.
I liked the mov1e with 1ts "black" humor
and its off-beat plot. But it does deserve
its "R" rating.
lconard Murphy
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Ltke most ~tt~e stories of the 70's,
"Somewhere m Time" has that important ingredient - a grmmick. Even
though this is one of the most beautifully
shot movres of the year, it still suffers
from the gimmtck.
The film opens in 1972 as Richard
Colier (Christopher Reeve) sees his first

Calendar
October
16 "The Boys rn Company C," Ch. 5, 8
pm.
17 "Up and Commg, Ch 11, 8:30pm.
(2nd par I of a 15-part series on black
teens growrng up in a mixed, brg-city
neighborhood.)
17-19 Responstble Energy Sabbath
Weekend berng conducted rn
churches and synagogues throughout the nat1on
18 'Take Us Seriously," Ch. 5, 6 pm.
"Happrly Ever After ... And Other
Myths,'' Ch. 2, 5 pm.
19 "Take Us Senously," Ch. 5, 10 am.
20 "A Cry for Love," Ch 5, 8 pm
25 "DeathBeNotProud ,"Ch. 11,8pm.
"Blinded by the Light," Ch. 2, 7:30
pm. (Brarnwashing in youth religious
cult.)
27 "Father Damten: The Leper Priest,"
Ch. 5, 8 pm.
29 Discussion. Realizing Full Potential
rn Love and Relatronshrps, IllinoiS
Room , Circle Campus, Harrison and
Morgan Sts., 7:30 pm. Free (2476514}

Too Close for Comfort
Thts new ABC series begrns like a
carbon copy of Three's Company." Behrnd the openrng trtles there are elegant
apartments that look hke they would be
across the street from Jack, J...net and
Chrissy But th1s new comedy doesn't
produce half the laughs that "Three's
Company" does.
"Too Close For Comfort" is set rn an
apartment build ng (sound famrliar?).
Ted Knrght IS Henry, a 51-year-old cartoon art1st who hasn't grown up. He lives
with hrs wrfe and two daughters They
have the usual parent-children problems: dat•ng, freedom to do what they
want , telephone and the daughter's
constant brckenng The daughters want
to move to their own place.
Henry owns the apartment burldrng rn
whtch he lrves. Hrs wildest tenant has
JUSt dred. leavrng a freaked-out apart·
ment downstairs. And guess who wants
It? Wrth hts daughters living downstatrs
the scene rs set for a lot of stones that
you can probably predict.
" Too Close For Comfort" has over·
exaggerated humor, bad JOkes, and
predictable sttuat,ons, but it has one
very rmportant quality. It has " Three's
Company' m front of rt, and that should
guar an teo ratmgs for a couple of weeks.
Vernita Rohin~on

Somewhere in Time

play produced. After the play, he rs approached by an old woman who gtves
h1m a gold watch.
Etght years later, whtle relaxtng at a
hotel in the town where he graduated, he
learns that the old lady who gave hrm the
watch was once a great actress. She
was a woman who knew h1m when he
was very young She knew hrm because, through some plot twist, he is
able to travel back through t1me to 1912,
when they fall 1n love.
Last year, another movie, "Time after
Time.· tned the same gimmtck, but that
movie focused on the clash of values
between the characters because of the
lime difference. "Somewhere rn Time"
seems to be content JUSt focusmg on
close-ups of Reeve lookrng starry-eyed
at his dream girl (Jane Seymore).
Reeve. in his first role s1nce "Super~
man," dtsplays an rnterestrng , laid-back
screen personality. But 11 seems as
though the producer tried to msert words
into this script that Superman would
never say 1n order to change Reeve's
clean-cut rmage.
" Somewhere in Time" IS not a bad
mov1e but I felt that 11 fell short of 1ts story
potential. If you must see it, go early
when the prices are lower. You'll enjoy it
more
Brian lewis

Jeff Goldblum stars as the rail-thin
schoolmaster lchabod Crane, who
arrives In the quiet town of Sleepy
Hollow and is harrassed by tales of
spooks, spirits and the dreaded
headless horseman in a two-hour
movie based on Washington Irving's
"The Legend of Sleepy Hollow." on
Channel 5, Oct. 31 at 7 pm.
November
4 Prestdenttal Electton .
7 Opening of the Chicago lnternatronal Film Fest1val.
11 Veterans' Day, school holiday
15 "The Red Badge of Courage, at the
Culture Center, 3 pm
21 College Fatr, McCormtck Place, 9
am·3 pm; 6·9 pm.
22 College Fatr, O'Hare Expo Center,
10 am·6 pm.

Ordmary People

Ordinary People
"Ordinary People" is special in several
ways. First of all, Robert Redford, the
director, brings a sensitive novel to the
screen with style. In accomplishing this
he produces three strong performances
by actors rarely seen by movie audiences- Mary Tyler Moore, Judd Hirsh
and Timothy Hutton.
" Ordinary People, " based on the
novel by Judith Guest, is about a wealthy
Lake Forest, Illinois family. The only living son, Conrad, is just returning home
to hts parents, after spending time rn a
mental hospital. He tries to kill himself
because he feels responsible for hrs
brother's death in a boating acctdent
H1s father, Calvtn (Donald Sutherland), is watchrng him too closely, His
mother, Beth (Mary Tyler Moore) , is afrard of him and can t show him any love.
Redford told a reporter that he wanted
to be farthful to the book, but not too
fatthful. Actually he and hrs screenwriter,
Alvrn Seargent ("Julia"), have changed
many of the major events in the book.
The book does not end as happrly as the
movie does. Redford said he had ex·
penenced self-consctousness stmilar to
Conrad's when he was 17, and wanted
to prevent others suHering like th1s by
filmrng the story.
Redford emphasrzes the love hate
message in the story wrth good vtsual
symbols. One of the film's more powerful
scenes involves a heated argument
between Conrad and his mother with the
famtly Christmas tree in the background.
This scene not only shows that their
Chnstmas rs rurned, it also says rf they
don t talk out problems more. instead of
holding them in, the famrly will fall apart.
In the ftlm's most demandtng role,
Timothy Hutton as Conrad brings hts
disturbed character to life with believable facral expressrons and mannensms
"Ordrnary People" is not a great film,
but it rs very good. It has a message, but
rt's not preachy.

"Ordrnary People" 1s a very thought·
provoking film. I'm sure you will raise
some questions after seeing it, like
"When am I going back to see it."
Briaf\ lewis

The Great Santini
No, thrs is not a magician. "The Great
Santrni" rs Colonel Beechum (played by
Robert Duvall) who returns home after
four years with the arr force. As an officer
Beechum is a forceful, stnct leader, re·
spected by h1s peers and feared by his
men. They grve him the name "The
Great Santrni ...
When he returns to hts family of four
chtldren he finds 11 difficult to reestablish
his relatronships. Special attention IS
pa1d to the dramatic conflicts between
the father and hrs 18-year-old son. Ben·
jamin (played by Mrchael O'Keefe).
Throughout the frlm Beechum ap·
pears as a menacmg figure. In reaction
to hrs fathers over-beanng style, BenJamrn builds hostility that becomes
especrally exctted when Beechum
seems to mrstreat h1s mother (Blyth
Danner)
The fact that being a combat officer
demands acting, the only way familiar to
Beachum, gradually makes the vrewer
sympathic to hrs character. But
Beechum deplores weakness. and
doesn't tolerate what he sees as weakness in Ben.
Duvall and O'Keefe are dynamic in
their portrayals wrth a strong supportrng
performance by Danner as the lovmg
wife who regrets her husband's mot1ves
but understands them .
Desprte its serious tone, the ftlm does
have many humorous scenes. It's a
well-rounded film, a sllrnng film that I
would classrfy as one of the best I've
ever seen I hope 11 catches on enough
to spread 1tself to more theaters so that
you have a chance to see 1t
Cynthia Blair

